
 

GSpot Master |VERIFIED|

for best results, i turn master down to steady speed 1, a deepthrrummmmthat has some rumble,
while pulling its large corona back and forth against my front wall and g-spot. in fact, i think this is

one way that the satisfyer master and fun factory big boss arenot alike, and the master even
surpasses big boss. see how masters coronal ridge sticks out more, for extra g-spot stim, while big

boss ridge is absorbed into the forward-curving shaft underneath then i discovered that the satisfyer
master actually starts on the third steady speed (out of 6) and there are lower settings: two lower
settings that are less buzzy and that i can work with. (forget steady settings 4 through 6, thoughi
cant use them. theyre for fans of buzzy, almost-wand-strength vibration only. theyre for fans of
buzzy, almost-wand-strength vibration. the 5 patterns also are buzzy, but dont do much for me.

(though theres no problem with it. it feels like a my dildo tag, though imo it onlyslightly larger, closer
to 2 diameter (vs. the 1.75 it actually is).) /g, '') %> more from sex & relationships our 4-week oral

sex challenge is right this way libra season is here to save your love life & our 4-week oral sex
challenge is right this way libran season is here to save your love life. advertisement - continue
reading below a master list of nicknames to call your boyfriend need some sexting inspo say no

more can vibrators desensitize your clitorto-tag tag tag tag data-vars-ga-ux-element.data-vars-ga-ux-
element.data-vars-ga-sex-relationships-autosuggest-link data-vars-ga-ux-element.data-vars-ga-sex-

relationships-autosuggest-link data-type= data-feed-override-label='right rail data-vars-ga-ux-
element.
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I'm a fan of angles, and
the GSpot Master isn't a
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bad angle toy either. The
angle is good enough that

you can almost be
spooning with it, and its
still a comfortable angle

for me. The angle is not so
much as to be an

uncomfortable position.
The problem is that the

angle is all over the place.
This isnt your average

square vibe, this is a small
rounded rectangle that
packs a lot of vibrations
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into its slightly curved
length. The GSpot Master
is small and very light, but

its nothing short of a
powerhouse. The Master
feels small at the tip, and
isnt really any more than
an inch in diameter (ish).
It does have a small but

sharp curve, which sets it
apart, but the rest of the

shaft is still small and flat.
You can feel the motor

and battery as you slide in
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on the smooth and slick
silicone coating, and
there's no real feel of

vibration or the battery at
the base of the shaft. A

thin cap of silicone covers
the batteries and motor,
and its this that contacts
the outside of your lips.
There are two motors
inside the Master, and

they both only put out a
maximum of 2.5v. But

they still deliver a
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noticeable vibrating
sensation, and the
vibrations go up in

intensity with increasing
thrust. The highest setting
still only hits the ears, but
the lesser settings do hit

your clit, as its not a
bulbous shape at all. And
for the user, only the High
setting (4.5v) is going to

have any serious effect, as
thats pretty much what a
motor can provide. The
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GSpot Master has 10
levels of vibration, and is
controlled by the single
dial up top. Like most
vibrators, the higher

settings do put out a little
more vibrations, so there's

a trade off there.
5ec8ef588b
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